VIP RIVIERA SERVICE
DESTINATION MANAGEMENT COMPANY

PACKAGE CANNES

Accommodation: Hotel Renoir 4*
Situated in the town centre, it only takes 3 minutes on foot to get to the
Palais des Festivals, the beaches, the restaurants and the luxury shops in
the "rue d'Antibes" and walking through the typical "rue Meynadier", you
quickly arrive at the market Forville or the harbour.
The hotel dates back to the beginning of the century. It is composed with
27 bedrooms and suites designed in a Provençal style with a lovely view
across to the Lerins Islands, the old town and the harbour. All the rooms
and suites are spacious, comfortable and fully equipped with private
bathroom, direct dialling hair dryer, air-conditioning sound-proofed,
satellite TV, etc... Also offers "a la carte stays".

Private sedan transfers on arrival and departure
On your arrival in Nice, our bilingual driver will be holding up a name sign
and will be greeting you after baggage collection.
For departure, you will be collected at your hotel to reach the airport for
your return home.
Private touring with driver/guide
Enjoy a private full-day (8 hrs) tour of the Riviera in a luxury private car.
Your multilingual driver will explain you the different sights and show you
place which you would not have discovered on your own while telling you
the latest “news” of the Riviera.
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PACKAGE/SEASON

The package includes:

VERY HIGH
SEASON

HIGH SEASON

LOW SEASON

790 Euros

690 Euros

627 Euros

- 3 nights in a classic
double room
- arrival and departure
transfer from Nice airport
to hotel and v.v by
private sedan
- 1 full day tour (8-hrs) by
private van & English
speaking driver-guide
within the Alpes-Maritimes
& Monaco

Rates are per person and valid for a minimum of 2 pax sharing a double
room.
Supplement for deluxe rooms available on request.
The booking is subject to availability at time of booking.
Breakdown of costing: (net rates)
Aprt trf rtn: 289 €
FD 8 hrs with driver/guide: 700 €
Hotac:
*Very High season: 202€/Classic room/per night/buffet bfst and city tax
*High season: 135€/Classic room/per night/buffet bfst and city tax
*Low season: 93€/Classic room/per night/buffet bfst and city tax
Plus add you own mark-up for your market
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